In a Hausdorff topological linear space we examine relations between r-convexity and a condition on matrix transformations between null sequences. In particular, for metrizable spaces the condition implies r-convexity. For locally bounded spaces the condition implies sequential completeness.
Hence, for each n, there exist x(n,l), x(n,2) n x(n,m(n)) in U and there exist complex numbers (n,l), (n,2),..., (n,m(n))) with n m(n) Next, we define a sequence, x (xj) by (2)) ).
Thus, it is clear that re(n) A (x) E (n,k)x(n,k). A (x) @ (n-) which is contrary to (2 3) . Hence X must be r-convex which n completes the proof. PROOF.
Since local boundedness implies metrizability, it follows from Theorem 2 above that X is r-convex, whence, being locally bounded and r-convex, X must be r-normable (see for example Kthe [3] 
